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Abstract 

T o  provide e f i c i e n t  search and retrieval of video 
data f r o m  large archives, we  need t o  model video data 
appropriately. In this  paper we  propose a video data 
model  an,d describe the  design and implementa t ion  of 
the  annotation-based video retrieval s y s t e m  VIRON 
(Video  I n f o r m a t i o n  Retr ieval  On Nota t ion)  based o n  
the  proposed model .  T h i s  model  provides the  mecha-  
nism of sharing and reusing annotat ions among users  
by introducing descriptor  schema.  In order t o  process 
query e f ic ien t ly ,  a n  annotated video unit i s  mapped 
i n t o  a n  unified video annota t ion  s tream. 

V I R O N  i s  composed of three tools: C V U  manager ,  
which i s  used t o  manage  and visualize conceptual video 
units; annota tor  t o  annota te  video data by of fer ing in- 
teractive video player;  and  video query tool to pose and 
process video queries. 

video retrieval [3 ,  4, 181, and (2) annotation-based 
video retrieval [6 ,  10, 14, 15, 16, 171. Even though the 
state-of-the-art image processing technologies make it 
possible to  automatically analyze scene breaks and 
pauses in audio [19, 201, posing and processing video 
queries are still technically difficult. 

In this paper we consider the issue of how users 
could manipulate the video data more efficiently. We 
propose a video data model based on the video an- 
notation. In our model, it is possible to represent 
video information as structured data, provided that 
computer-supported human annotation could support 
reasonable facilities for annotation and retrieval of 
video data. 

2 Related works and our approach 

2.1 Related works 
1 Introduction 

Recently, advances in computer hardware have 
made significant progress in the development of appli- 
cation systems supporting video data. Large scale of 
video archive is now available to users as various forms 
- video on demands, interactive television] personal- 
ized news, etc. Without an efficient and reasonable 
mechanism for retrieving video data, large archive of 
video data  remains as merely unmanageable resources 
of data. Accordingly, the retrieval and representation 
of video data  becomes one of the main research issues 
in video database. 

As for the representation of the video data, there 
have been mainly two approaches: (1) content-based 

‘This research is supported by KOSEF under project no. 
95-1022, “A study of set-top box for multimedia demand driven 
systems”. 

Over the last decade, there has been noticeable re- 
search progress in the area of video databases. 

EVA [15, 161 developed by Mackay et. al. is an an- 
notation system for video data. Though EVA system 
enables users to make annotations on video data and 
to analyze them, it does not support efficient sharing 
and reusing of annotations among users. 

Oomoto and Tanaka [17] proposed a video-based 
object oriented data model, OVID. They introduce the 
notion of video object in which they can identify the 
meaningful features, and compose those features. This 
model offers an efficient framework for organizing a lot 
of video descriptional data, but it does not address the 
separation of temporal data and descriptional data of 
annotation. The OVID system has a limitation on the 
point of the sharability and reusability of annotation 
among users. 
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Figure 1: Example of annotation objects 

Gibbs et. a1.[7] modeled the stream-based temporal 
multimedia data using object oriented methods. One 
of their main subjects is concerned with generalized 
modeling of the time-based media, but they does not 
focus on the mechanism for handling video data an- 
notation. 

Hjelsvold and Midtstraum [9] presented a generic 
data model for capturing video information and struc- 
ture. Although it provides a mean for indexing a video 
stream, the facility for controlling, sharing, and query- 
ing video data annotation are relatively weak. 

Other works on video data annotation or video 
query processing related to this paper include Athena 
Muse [lo] which introduced the notion of multi- 
dimensional information, HERMES [Ill which de- 
scribed the query of video data, TGQL [8] which speci- 
fied temporal relationships between video objects, and 
Media Strea.ms [5] which proposed the mechanism for 
video data annotation using icons. 

2.2 Terms and issues 

2.2.1 Terminology 

Before describing problems related to annotation, 
we need to  clarify the terms - annotation, descrip- 
tional data, temporal data, descriptor, description, at- 
tribute, and value - as they are used in the context of 
this paper. 

We use the term, videlo annota t ion  (object) ,  to ex- 
press an object that  is temporally linked to  one or 
more video segments and associated with descriptional 
information (text, audio, or graphical object) to char- 
acterize chosen segments. In this paper, an annota- 
tion will be used to mea:n a text annotation. As for 
an annotation, its information can be divided into de- 
scriptional data which describe the content of video 
and temporal  data which subsume the start and end 
frame numb1.r. The descriptional data are represented 
by the descriptor  as a type of specification and the de- 
script ion as an instance of the type. Additionally, a 
descriptor could be composed of one or more attributes 

and a description be composed of corresponding val- 
ues. In Figure 1, an annotation object A has descrip- 
tional data such as “Actor: Amy” where “Actor” is 
an attribute of descriptor and “Amy” is a corresponding 
value of description, and temporal data that include 
the range from frame number 100 to  330. 

2.2.2 Issues in our approach 

In our video data model, the descriptional data and 
temporal data of an annotation object are managed 
respectively. The proposed video data model has the 
following features. 

1. Division of descriptional data and tempo- 
ral data 
We divide the content of an annotation object 
into descriptional data and temporal data. De- 
scriptor schema is introduced t o  manage descrip- 
tional data efficiently and effectively. Temporal 
data and the reference t o  descriptions on schema 
are mapped into video annotation stream to pro- 
cess the query. 

2. Descriptor schema for descriptional data 
In order to represent descriptional data, we pro- 
pose a descriptor schema based on OODB schema 
[12]. Because descriptor schema organizes the 
descriptor and description, users can create and 
manage a consistent annotation database effec- 
tively. Also, it is relatively easy to  understand 
the descriptional data made by others. 

3. Video annotation stream for temporal data 
The video annota t ion  s t ream includes temporal 
data of annotation and the reference to  the de- 
scription. As new annotations are brought in a 
database, their temporal and descriptional data 
are progressively mapped into the unique video 
annotation stream properly. On the basis of tem- 
poral and referenced descriptional data, the video 
annotation stream provides a framework for effi- 
cient query processing. Also it functions as a basis 
of powerful queries such as semantic relationship 
query and implicit conjunctive query. 

4. Semantic relationship query 
Additionally, the system allows users to pose 
queries which include fundamental query, rela- 
tionship query, and conjunctive query. Especially, 
the semantic relationship query, newly proposed 
in this paper, connotes the query that inquires 
whether there exist video units which are related 
semantically with a common attribute value. 
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Figure 2: Example of the descriptor schema 

3 Video data model 

3.1 Overview 

Users make an annotation on meaningful segments 
of video sequence. In a sense that an annotation ob- 
ject connotes the conceptual level of annotation, we 
call the annotation object made directly by users con- 
ceptual video unit. Users make a descriptional data for 
selected segments of video frame sequence, as in Fig- 
ure 1. Accordingly, a CVU can be represented in terms 
of descriptional data and temporal data. We manage 
descriptional data and temporal data separately, in 
order to  improve the reusability of descriptional data 
and to  process query efficiently. 

On the one hand, the descriptional data include the 
properties of CVU which could be specified with de- 
scriptor and description. The descriptor and descrip- 
tion eventually embody a descriptional data structure, 
descriptor schema. On the other hand, the video an- 
n,otation stream includes temporal data and the set of 
reference to  descriptions on descriptor schema. 

3.2 Descriptor schema 

In this section, we will define descriptor schema 
incorporating the descriptional data extracted from 
CVUs, say, descriptors and corresponding descrip- 
tions. 

Hcreafter, T,D,A, and U Z D  denote the disjoint 
countably infinite set of the name of descriptor, de- 
scription, attribute, and the object identifiers of de- 
scription respectively. 

Definition 3.1: A descriptor schema is an ordered 
tuple ( T ,  ISA,  T, R ,  Descriptton-of). 

(T, I S A ,  T) is a directed tree (with edges point- 
ing from child to  parent) rooted on T, such that: 

1. T is a finite subset of 7 such that T = 
TSh Tunsh , where Ts” n Tuns)& = 0. TslL 
denotes a set of sharable descriptor types; 
Tunsh denotes a set of unsharable descriptor 
types. Element of T consists of one or more 
attributes A which is a finite subset of A. 

2. I S A  5 T x T, and s is a subtype of t ( t  is 
a supertype of s ) ,  denoted s 5 t ( t  s ) ,  if 
there is a path from s to  t in ( T ,  ISA,  T). 

3. T is a system-defined meta descriptor type, 
named DESCRIPTOR. 

0 D is a finite subset of D such that D = {d I d =< 
O I D ,  V >}, where O I D ,  of which element is de- 
noted OID, is a finite subset of (3x2, and V is a 
set of attribute values of description d ,  of which 
elements are atomic values, i.e. strings and num- 
bers, or OID of descriptions. 

0 Description-of C T x D ,  where 
Description-of ( t ,  d )  denotes that d is a descrip- 
tion of descriptor type t ,  denoted d < t ,  and d has 
attribute values corresponding to  attributes of t .  

Intuitively, an unsharable description can have one or 
more OID corresponding to  the number of reference to  
this description by CVU, whereas a sharable descrip- 
tion can have only one OID because it can be shared. 

Example 3.1: In Figure 2, we assume that Object 

Furn i ture  5 Object, soFurni ture  E Tuns’’. Since 
Chair 4 Furni ture ,  Chair is a description of an un- 
sharable descriptor type. Therefore, represented as 
< { “Chair-l”, “Chair-2”}, {“Chair”} >, Chair has 
two OID after CVUs in Figure 1 are defined in anno- 
tation database. 

On the contrary, S t o r e  + Location, so S t o r e  is 
a description of a sharable descriptor type. Hence, 
represented as < { “Store-I”}, { “Store”} >, S t o r e  
can have one OID. 0 

and Location E T S h .  E Tunsh 

3.3 Video annotation stream 

Since descriptional data in a CVU have been ex- 
tracted as in section 3.2, a CVU could be now rep- 
resented as a set of OID of descriptions and temporal 
information. We call the @VU in this temporal state 
video und. A video unit is then represented as a tuple 
(Val, I ) ,  where Val is a value set and I is an interval 
of the video unit. Val is a set, of OID of descriptions 
in descriptor schema. Following the notation in [l], 
we use the term interval such that I = [ i , j )  which 
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denotes {n I i 5 n < j ,  where i : s tar t  f r a m e  number  
and j end  f r a m e  number-}. 

Then, wse could specify the temporal relationship 
between vid!eo units according to their intervals. First, 
video unit u1 and uz are partially ordered, denoted 
u1 C u2, if il < j1 5 i z  < j 2  for u1’s interval [ i l , j l )  
and u2’s interval [iz,jz). Especially, if iz = j1, then 
u1 and u2 are adjacent. Alternatively, if u1 g u2 and 
u2 u l ,  then u1 and u2 are overlapped, denoted u1 0: 
u2. Intuitively, u1 C U:! means that u1 precedes uz, 
and u1 0: uz means that u1 and U:! have common 
segments of video frame sequence. 

Then, we can define a unique video annotation 
stream in o:ne video annotation database. 

Definition 3.2: A video annota t ion  s tream, denoted 
STR,  is a set of video units, where Vui,uj E STR,  
ui C uj,  iff i < j .  

Intuitively, video annotadtion stream is a set of par- 
tially orderled video units made up from all CVUs. 
All the references of descriptions and temporal data 
are mapped into video annotation stream. 

3.3.1 

We will introduce two basic operations applicable in 
query condition. As stated previously, a description 
can have several OID, corresponding to the reference 
of the description. Hence, there could be two types of 
relationship between values of video units: the same 
attribute value of description but different, OID; and 
the same attribute value of description and OID. 

To reflect two types of relationship, we propose 
two kinds of equalities which are dif ferent  from ob- 
ject equality and value equality defined in OODB [12] 
in the following sense. We classify equality into value 
equality and object identity. Denoted by “=”, value 
equality implies that, values of two video units to be 
compared have the same $attribute value. Object, iden- 
tity, denoteld ‘!==” , means that values of two video 
units have the same attribute value and OID also. 

Value equality and object identity 

4 Query on videal data 

Here we will describe the types of queries and 
the mechanism for query processing using descriptor 
schema and video annotation stream. We catego- 
rize queries such as: fundamental query, relationship 
query, and conjunctive query. Due to  spa,ce limita- 
tions in thi:; paper, we only describe the overall de- 
scription of our proposed query. More specified expla- 
nation about query are described in [13]. 

4.1 Fundamental query 

Fundamental query is about the video units them- 
selves satisfying the condition clause. According to 
predicates involving video units, we classify fundamen- 
tal queries as follows. into fundamental description 
query, fundamental content query, and fundamental 
occurrence query. 

Fundamental description query provides a way to  
retrieve descriptions in result video units. With fun- 
damental content query, we can retrieve all video units 
containing given descriptions. Conditioned with a 
temporal span, fundamental occurrence query enable 
to find all video units in that span. 

4.2 Relationship query 

The query in this category involves the relation- 
ship between video units. We classify the query into 
temporal relationship query and semantic relationship 
query. 

Temporal relationship query reflects the 13 prim- 
itive temporal relationships between two video units 
described in [2]. Semantic relationship query involves 
the semantic link connected between a reference video 
unit and the others. In order to  specify the seman- 
tic relationship, we introduce the object identity into 
the relationship query. The object identity means the 
equality of object identifiers and is used to incorporate 
the identification of two video units into the query. 

4.3 Conjunctive query 

Users are able to pose the conjunctive query in 
that the queries described previously can be combined 
with connectives such as “AND”, “OR”. For example, 
“Find all the video units where Amy drives a car and 
Bob converses with Jane in the road”. 

5 Design and implementation of the 
VIRON system 

5.1 Overview of the VIRON system 

The overall architecture of VIRON is shown in Fig- 
ure 3. In terms of functionalities, the system consists 
of two subsystems: annotation subsystem and query 
processing subsystem. 

With the annotation subsystem, users can con- 
struct an annotation database for video data. The 
annotation subsystem consists of two modules: anno- 
tator and CVU manager. Users can interact with the 
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uery processor 

Legend: 
+- annotation 
- 3 presentation of video units 
-3 querying 

presentation of query result . .> Figure 5: Relationship query 

Figure 3: Overall architecture of the VIRON system 
interactivity with the system, video player module is 
combined with the annotator. Thus a user can make 
an annotation on the right video sequence frame that 
he watches. 

As a result of computer-supported selection or cre- 
ation of descript,ors and descriptions as well, a CVU is 
created at last and then mapped into video annotation 
stream. 

5.3 CVU manager 

Figure 4: Annotator 

system through the annotator to make an annotation 
on a specified video frame sequence. The CVU man- 
ager transforms video units in video annotation stream 
into a CVU and presents it with a video player. With 
the query processing subsystem, users can pose query 
and examine results of the query. 

We adopt SOP 2as a video annotation database. 

5.2 Annotator 

As shown in Figure 4, annotator enables users to  
To increase user annotate video data interactively. 

2SOP (SNU OODBMS Platform) is an OODBMS developed 
by Seoul National University OOPSLA Lab. 

Using CVU manager, users can view the whole con- 
figuration of CVUs, and move to  annotator and Video 
query tool via CVU manager. The function CVU 
manager performs is CVU management and seman- 
tic link connection. 

5.4 Video query tool 

Video query tool enables users to  pose a query. Via 
video query tool, users can pose several kinds of fun- 
damental queries on annotated video data. After fun- 
damental query results are formed, users can pose a 
relationship query. 

Figure 5 shows a relationship query which means: 
“Find any video units among video units (OBJ-2, 
OBJ-3, and OBJ-5) in which the same actor appears 
as in a reference video unit OBJ-2 (semantic relation- 
ship query), and which are temporally overlapped with 
OBJ-2 (temporal relationship query)”. Additionally, 
users can pose conjunctive query via set operation tool 
for query results. The result of set operation is rep- 
resented as an ellipsis form in the window of query 
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tool. 

6 Conclusion 

We have proposed a new powerful model for 
annotation-based video retrieval. The proposed model 
is comprised of two main parts: descriptor schema and 
video annotation stream. Based on this model, de- 
scriptor schema enables users to  share and reuse ex- 
isting annotations. Due to  the flexibility of descrip- 
tor schema, users can reform and reuse the annota- 
tion data structure. Because the video annotation 
stream con,jists of partially ordered video units which 
include reference to  descriptor schema and temporal 
information, queries posed by users can be processed 
efficiently. 

According to  the proposed model, the annotation- 
based video retrieval system, named VIRON, has been 
implemented. The VIRON consists of two main sub- 
systems: annotation subsystem and query processing 
subsystem. annotation subsystem is composed of an- 
notator and CVU manager. Query processing sub- 
system includes video query tool to pose and process 
query. 

VIRON :jupports various types of video queries sup- 
ported by other systems and suggests a new useful 
kind of video query, called semantic relationship query. 
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